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John Saladino is one of the world&#x92;s most respected interior designers. His design principles

are rooted in classical architecture, yet he creates interiors and gardens with a pleasing,

contemporary feel admired the world over. He believes that, no matter where you live, it is possible

to make the home feel lika a sanctuary, the garden like Arcadia, and in this, his first book, he

reveals his design secrets. Dividing the book into two parts, he first addresses perennial design

problems: how to link a series of rooms so that each flows naturally into the next; how to use

accessories to give an illusion of space; how to make the most of natural light; how to use color to

best advantage; and how to pare away unnecessary details to create order and balance. Each

chapter deals with examples from both the home and the garden (which Saladino treats as indoor

and outdoor rooms). Throughout the book, he looks at world-famous interiors and gardens (from

Pompeii and Palladio in Italy to Syon House in London and Lincoln Center in New York) and

cleverly translates their schemes and principles into practical design solutions. The second part of

the book focuses on some of Saladino&#x92;s most impressive creations around the world.

Sumptuously illustrated with over 180 color photographs and drawings, Style by Saladino is a

thrilling exploration of this masterful designer&#x92;s unique sensibility.
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John Saladino set up his architectural and interior design practice Saladino Inc. in 1972, and his

furniture company in 1986. He has won numerous design and furniture awards and is on the board



of directors for the John Soane Museum in London. His interiors have been featured in House

Beautiful, the New York Times, Vogue Decoration, and The World of Interiors.

This book is extremely generous in that Saladino doesn't prescribe a style, a period, a "look

I've always admired John Saladino's taste and style. Everything I've seen of his always surprises

and delights. His sense of color astonishes me and his placement of the modern with the ancient

pleases me in a manner difficult to express. Did I have a previous life? I'm sure he did. My own

home reflects his ideas, colors, and use of textures. Plus, as he suggested in this book, I had a

ceiling varnished to refract outdoor light, against the caveats of my painting crew, and it worked so

beautifully it still makes me smile after eight years. This is definitely a keeper book because each

time I take it out I find something new to marvel at. Lovely color photos, the text is pure John..so

helpful and caring.

Fascinating insight into the Great J. Saladino 's interor design methods.Full of useful advice for

decorating interors as well as landscape and garden.

Super!

Fast delivery and a fabulous book about an amazing designer!

John Saladino's book is packed with design concepts and inspiring ideas. The book is full of

beautiful pictures of his interiors, so majestic and practical at the same time...by far the most

inspiring book I've read about interior design.

The book is excellent showing the unique talent of Saladino. It also is an excellent teaching and

inspriational tool. Sadly, my book arrived with mildew on it.

Saladino ia truely intuitive designer and he put things together so that the result plays well together.
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